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International Business Coaching
"We have been very impressed by GoWork Solutions who have proven themselves to be very efficient in not only the
administration of the service they provide and the speed of their responses, but in the quality of their appointments. They
have listened to our requirements and shown that they can give us what we ask and expect. We would have no hesitation
in recommending their services to businesses requiring a telemarketing company that delivers results."
- Practice Manager

Telecoms Company
"GoWork Solutions have been instrumental in the continued growth of our company. I have found their service to be first
class at all times and the quality of appointments received is second to none. I would have no hesitation in recommending
GoWork Solutions' lead generation services."
- Sales Director

Investment Property Group
"GoWork Solutions have been patient, helpful, professional and incredibly efficient in helping us achieve our business
goals. It has been so reassuring to give the responsibility of our business to people that are such responsive
communicators. It has been great to work with a company that took on board all our suggestions and alterations so
readily. GoWork Solutions have been easy to work with, responsive and professional. We have enjoyed working with this
efficient, friendly team. Their ability to deal with complicated issues quickly, and their drive for quality is to be commended.
I will recommend them to anyone without hesitation."
- Overseas Business Manager
"Please feel free to add to your website that we have completely restructured our Sales and Marketing division based on
the tremendous successes we have received from the team at GoWork Solutions. The appointments are so well confirmed
and qualified that we now rely 100% on GoWork Solutions as our source of lead generation. We could not recommend
them more highly."
- Sales & Marketing Manager

Utilities Service Provider
"We have been working with GoWork Solutions for the last six months to provide quality business to business appointment
setting services to leading utility providers in the UK.
The GoWork Solutions management team has demonstrated excellent account management skills and has worked
alongside our existing UK management team rather than as a separate entity. They have consistently delivered high quality
appointments throughout this period helping to achieve good results for both companies.
We would recommend GoWork Solutions as a reliable and cost-effective service provider; clearly experts in their field and
we look forward to a long and mutually profitable relationship with them."
- Managing Director
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Charity Organisation
"GoWork Solutions have proved to be a reliable and hardworking addition to our new business team. The qualities of the
responses we have received have exceeded our expectations. I would not hesitate to recommend GoWork Solutions for
targeted new business campaigns."
- Products Co-ordinator

Computer Peripherals Company
"I will be delighted to recommend your business and I have already done so to a company in the UK. I have found your
services to be very proactive and focused on my results. The quality and quantity of calls would appear to be as good as
the UK but obviously at a lower cost".
- Managing Director

Publishing Company
"We have found GoWork Solutions to provide a very professional and high quality service. They approach the work
intelligently, and have provided a consistent level of success for both sales and registration projects."
- Managing Director

Insurance Company
"We had a need to build a UK database quickly with accurate information across a number of verticals. We sourced the raw
data and started to talk to 4 outsourced companies in India and UK. The UK companies failed to listen accurately to the
importance of our approach resulting in an unclear proposal with little guidelines as to end cost due to unknowns from
agent efficiencies. GoWork Solutions provided a differentiator in that they have a Kiwi running the operation onsite as well
as having worked within the UK OCC industry for some years previously. The cost differentiator, coupled with a nononsense proposal assured us that we were on the right track. Bespoke reporting has worked to our advantage in order to
cut down on extra work in UK data importing.
- Head CRM / Sale One of the UK's leading independent Insurance Broking firms

Leisure Resort Company
"I write to commend GoWork Solutions for the excellent results they have displayed. Your telemarketing sales services,
outbound, India to Australia, have been "1st rate" and of great benefit to our company. I also recommend GoWork
Solutions for your level of professionalism and your ability to listen to your client needs. Our relationship is nearing 3 years
and I trust our relationship will continue to strengthen. We are happy to recommend your services to other companies."
- National Marketing Manager

